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night" (DeLillo 3). Walking from Ground Zero in shock, Keith makes his way, can·ying 

a stranger's briefcase, to the home of his estranged wife, Lianne, and their son, Justin. 

The novel attends to the lives of Keith and his wife through the days and years after 9111 , 

documenting, in a disjointed narrative, the characters ' struggle to retum to some form or 

another of normalcy. For Lianne, a book editor, that endeavor involves weekly writing 

meetings with Alzheimer's patients at an East Harlem community center, "which took on 

a measure of intensity" after the attack (29) . Her sessions with the patients sometimes 

scare her, "the losses and failings, the grim prefiguring that issued now and then from a 

mind beginning to slide away from the adhesive friction that makes an individual 

possible," and they often served as a stark reminder of her father , who shot himself in lieu 

of facing life with Alzheimer' s (30). Despite this, Lianne also finds much satisfaction in 

the sessions, in being there as the patients "worked into themselves, finding narratives 

that rolled and tumbled" (30). They "were characters and authors both, able to tell what 

they wished, cradle the rest in silence," and Lianne wants to "hear everything, the things 

everybody said, ordinary things, and the naked statements of belief, and the depth of 

feeling, the passion that saturated the room" (61). She follows her patients' stories as 

they ebbed and flowed, as Benny T. describes having trouble getting his pants on, as 

Curtis B. discusses how he could not find his wristwatch, and as Rosellen details being 

unable find her way home. Benny "could not convince himself that his pants were on 

right"; he "put them on, took them off," made sure "the zipper was in front ," but "he 

could not get outside of it," immersed in "a mind and body that were not his" (94). He 

knew it sounded "peculiar," but he "began to think they were someone else's pants, in his 

house, draped over his chair" (95). Lianne's writing group serves a cathartic purpose, 
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helping her deal with her father and her past, but just as importantly, the patients present 

a symbolic connection to the way Lianne and others feel after the towers fell: disjointed, 

disconnected, and jarred from a reality they once knew. The disease has, like the terrorist 

attack, become a catalyst for a new perspective, punching a "hole in the ordinary" and 

leaving its victims to make sense of the chaos that is left. Lianne will come to embrace 

this new perspective, using it to move on and heal, a task with which her husband Keith 

will not be as successful. 

When Keith emerges from Ground Zero, he walks, seemingly aimlessly, noticing 

how there was "something critically missing from the things around him" (5). He simply 

kept walking until it hit him "that he couldn't go any further," and it wasn't until he 

accepted a ride from a stranger that he knew his destination (5). He ends up on Lianne's 

doorstep, a decision that baffles her, but that could be explained as Keith's attempt to 

recapture a feeling of familiarity, to find, among the chaos, a reality that is normal, easily 

understood. Lianne eventually presses him for an explanation of his strange appearance 

at her door, and Keith tries to make sense of his choice: 

It's hard to reconstruct. I don't know how my mind was working. A guy 

came along in a van, a plumber, I think, and he drove me here. His radio 

had been stolen and he knew from the sirens that something was going on 

but he didn't know what. At some point he had a clear view downtown 

but all he could see was one tower. He thought one tower was blocking 

.. 
his view of the other tower, or the smoke was. He saw the smoke. He 

drove east a ways and looked again and there was only one tower. One 

tower made no sense. Then he turned uptown because that's where he was 
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going and finally he saw me and picked me up. By this time the second 

tower was gone. Eight radios in three years, he said. All stolen. An 

electrician, I think. (21) 

Keith's recollection and the d1iver's experience both mimic the confusion documented by 

the Alzheimer's patients in Lianne's writing group. Memories are fragmented, and things 

that once were ordinary, routine- the skylines, one's pants-no longer make sense as 

they should. They are seen, somehow, differently. In the face of this shifting 

perspective, Keith's decision to go to the home of his ex-wife and son makes sense; they 

seem safe, familiar. Unfortunately, his attempt to recapture the proverbial isn't 

successful. After returning to life as a husband and father, he still feels alienated from 

himself and his life: "Nothing seemed familiar, being here, in a family again, and he felt 

strange to himself, or always had, but it was different now because he was watching" 65). 

He experiences the same sense of disconnect when he returns briefly to his apartment 

where, save for sand and ash, remnants of the attack, "everything else was the same as it 

had been when he walked out the door for work that Tuesday morning" (26). Before the 

attack, Keith had lived in this apartment indifferent to his suiToundings, a life he 

describes of "not noticing" (26). But the return trip came with a changed perspective: 

"He saw the place differently now" (26). The only recognizable thing he identifies with 

is the card table where he and his friends played their weekly poker games, "the one 

anticipation that was not marked by the bloodguilt tracings of severed connections" (27). 

9111, for Keith, was a turning point from which he could not return. All that was 

ordinary, normal, and routine, now felt unfamiliar. His quest to recapture the lost 
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familiarity and normalcy is the focus of much of the novel's plot. And his failed attempts 

are what lead Keith to the only place he feels a sense of control: the poker table. 

After failing to resurrect his marriage and his life post-9111, Keith turns to poker, 

the last familiar thing that remains in his life. Before the attack, Keith would host weekly 

games at his house, but two of the players were killed in the towers and a third badly 

injured. Unable to recapture the normalcy of the game as it was, he begins traveling to 

Las Vegas, and by the novel's end, Keith is immersed in the world of the casino, "fitting 

into something that was made to his shape" (DeLillo 225). It's a tum in his life that 

concerns Lianne. With Keith coming and going from their family to his world of poker, 

she's worried he's going to eventually "stay away longer, drift off somewhere" (215). 

What is appealing in the casinos to Keith-the boundaries and limits, choices and 

control-baffle Lianne: 

But isn't it demoralizing? Doesn't it wear you down? It must eat away 

your spirit. I mean I was watching on TV last night. Like a seance in hell. 

Tick tock tick tock. What happens after months of this? Or years? Who 

you do you become? (216) 

In fact, Keith isn't trying to become anyone. He is trying desperately to regain a sense of 

control lost after 9111, and in some ways, he is trying to hide from the terror that lurks in 

his everyday life, in the familiar, by relegating himself to the calls and folds, the turns 

and flops of poker, a realization that leads Lianne to conclude that "she wanted to be safe 

in the world and he did not" (216). In "Terror as Text: DeLillo's Falling Man and the 

Representation of Poker as Terror," Charly Norton argues that Keith is essentially 

replacing one form of terror with another. Keith is "consume[d]" by the game, 
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alienating "himself from all that came before, the reality of 9111 , the fiction of his 

reinstated matTiage, the tenor of everyday things" (Norton 181 ). Poker becomes a 

suitable metaphor for terror in Keith ' s eyes since it ' s one he can attempt to control, but he 

becomes obsessed; he cannot understand or belong, comfortably and completely, outside 

of the game. Though his relationship with his family is real and available, it is 

"something Other"; Keith is " isolated from this relationship by tenor, therefore, poker" 

(Norton 182). This representation of tenor as poker leads Norton to conclude that Keith, 

"and therefore DeLillo, cannot articulate tenor, it is unspeakable as it is no longer 

something that is subjective, that is relational to his personal experience" (182). For 

Norton, though it is "possible to write of9111 , to try and fictionalize it," the "language 

required to articulate tenor post 9111 just does not exist, and so, terror has to become 

something Other for it to be included subjectively" (182). This is certainly an astute 

interpretation ofKeith's experience, of his relationship with poker. But the analysis fails 

to understand completely DeLillo's aims in Falling Man. Poker is not the only 

alternative presented in the novel, and Keith is not the only character dealing with a 

disjointed life, with trying to find the language to articulate his experience post-9111. 

With that in mind, representing tetTor as something "Other" may not be the only tactic 

available. 

The novel's other main character, Lianne, does not have the same experience as 

Keith . She does not become obsessed and immersed in tenor as something "Other." As 

she is last seen in the novel, she is "ready to be alone, in reliable calm, she and the kid, 

the way they were before the planes appeared that day, silver crossing blue" (236). When 

looking at DeLillo's aims, Lianne's reconciliation of her life in light of her experience 
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cannot be ignored. Like Keith, Lianne was jarred from her life after 9/11. Everything 

"seemed to mean something," and "even when she was barely aware of an incident it 

came to mind later, with meaning attached" (67). She "read stories in newspapers until 

she had to force herself to stop," even obituaries, "out of some need she did not try to 

interpret" (67, 106). She becomes, at first, obsessed with editing a book that seemingly 

predicted 9/11 and gets in a fight with her neighbor for playing music she interprets as 

Middle-Eastern. Worried about losing her memory, she has a brain scan that reveals 

"normal morphology," a relief considering her family history of Alzheimer's disease 

(206). This is beyond needing to deal with her husband's sudden reappearance in her life 

and her bed, and then, of course, his slow disappearance, once again. Lianne, too, is 

forced to find a way to make sense of and control the chaos of her life post-9/11. If 

Norton's analysis is accurate, if a language capable of dealing with terror post-9/11 does 

not exist, then seemingly Lianne too would have been forced to find an "Other," to 

relegate herself to a narrative that displaced the terror and offered her a sense of control, 

however misguided. Though she initially seems headed in this direction, Lianne is able 

to move on, to find a way to both contemplate and begin to make sense of her 

expenences. 

The catalyst for her contemplation and understanding is David Janiak, the 

performance artist known as "Falling Man" who jumps dressed in a suit and tie with a 

safety harness from random structures around the city in an attempt to imitate the famous 

photograph of a real man jumping both from and to his death from a Trade Center tower 

on 9/11. Lianne is the only major character of the novel to experience Janiak's 

performance first-hand. She sees the show twice, once at the airport while picking up her 
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mother and again while walking around the city. DeLillo devotes a significant amount of 

time to her considerations of what such an artistic endeavor may mean. Her reaction at 

the first encounter is to retreat: 

Traffic was barely moving now. There were people shouting at him, 

outraged at the spectacle, the puppetry of human desperation, a body's last 

fleet breath and what it held. It held the gaze of the world, she thought. 

There was the awful openness of it, something we'd not seen, the single 

falling figure that trails a collective dread, body come down among us all. 

And now, she thought, this little theater piece, disturbing enough to stop 

traffic and send her back into the terminal. (33) 

The second time elicits a more complex interpretation from Lianne. Walking near train 

tracks and city projects, she catches Janiak in preparation for a show, waiting in his 

harness atop the tracks for the train to pass by, slowing down for its stop ahead. She 

surmises his intentions: 

It would pass and he would jump. There would be those aboard who 

would see him standing and those who see him jump, all jarred out of their 

reveries or their newspapers or muttering stunned into their cell phones. 

These people had not seem him attach the safety harness. They would 

only see him fall out of sight. Then, she thought, the ones already 

speaking into phones, the others groping for phones, all would try to 

describe what they've seen or what others nearby have seen and are now 

trying to describe to them. (165) 
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Lianne wonders whether "this was his intention, to spread the word this way, by 

cell phone, intimately, as in the towers and in the hijacked planes" (165). Janiak does 

jump; the train passengers, Lianne, and other bystanders near her all see it first-hand. 

While he is still hanging, Liarme begins to walk away and comes across an old "derelict" 

she saw earlier rolling a wheel down the street. The man's face "showed an intense 

narrowing of thought and possibility"; he "was seeing something elaborately different 

from what he encountered step by step in the ordinary run of hours" (168) . And Lianne 

realizes that he "had to learn how to see it correctly, find a crack in the world where it 

might fit" (168). In this section of the novel, DeLillo places the emotional response to 

Janiak's performance on the same level of the emotional response to 9111. People are in 

shock at what they see, trying to understand it, confused and jarred from their everyday 

realities. And Lianne gets this. Though she wants to believe it's some sort of antic, 

something absurd, she knows it "was too near and deep, too personal" for that to be true 

(163). Lianne's contemplation of Janiak's artist endeavor leads her to a new 

understanding of her experiences after 9111. It gives her a new perspective from which to 

make sense of the terror and trauma she has endured. 

Lianne comes across Janiak's obituary by accident near the end of the novel. He 

has apparently died of natural causes, though the lack of detail leads her to further 

investigation. She learns that the man was a trained artist and that a planned final 

performance did not include a safety harness, suggesting that, through death, Janiak 

would bring the ultimate level of reality to his work. Like Bill Gray, Janiak avoided fame 

at all costs. He did not want his shows to be photographed; he did not talk about his 

inspiration for the "Falling Man" piece and had nothing to say to the media on any topic. 
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He turned down opportunities to fall from famous buildings around the world. Unlike 

Bill Gray, Janiak was successful at avoiding celebrity. This is likely because of the 

choice of medium each artist produces in. While Gray leaves a record in the form of 

novels to be read and reread over the years, during his life and beyond, Janiak is tied to a 

moment; it is a singular moment recorded and carried on only by those who witness it. 

Lianne tries to reconcile the man she read about with what she experienced at the train 

tracks. Finally, after learning there were no photographs of that fall, she realizes "she 

was the photograph, the photosensitive surface. That nameless body coming down, this 

was hers to record and absorb" (223). Lianne becomes Janiak's record. After this 

revelation, DeLillo places Lianne in contemplation about God, about fate and the forces 

behind life. She goes to mass and muses over her spiritual existence. But her exit from 

the novel comes after a much more visceral experience, one she has while changing out 

of a shirt: 

It was just her, the body through and through. It was the body and 

everything it carried, inside and out, identity and memory and human heat. 

It wasn't even something she smelled so much as knew. It was something 

she'd always known. The child was in it, the girl who wanted to be other 

people, and obscure things she could not name. It was a small moment, 

already passing, the kind of moment that is always only seconds from 

forgetting. (236). 

It is after this that readers learn Lianne is ready to resume her life as it was before the 

planes on 9111. And it is here that DeLillo ends Lianne's presence in the novel. Lianne 

is presented in stark contrast to Keith, and the fact that she eventually successfully comes 
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to accept and understand her experience with tenor serves to provide a level of 

complexity and depth that Norton fails to address. 

As Lianne proves, relegating tenor post-9111 to metaphor, to "otherness," as 

Keith does, is not the only option. Norton is correct in asserting that through Keith 's 

immersion in poker he continues to relive and experience his relationship to terror. And 

he is correct in interpreting that this mechanism fails, that metaphor cannot serve as the 

adequate language to understand such experiences. He is even correct, I believe, in 

asserting that DeLillo, by extension, cannot "articulate tenor" (Norton 182). But as 

Lianne ' s experience with Janiak indicates, such moments can be expressed, and clearly 

DeLillo knows this. They serve to shock the audience into states of heightened reality 

and understanding, jarring them from a practiced response. Falling Man is not an attempt 

to prove the writer 's ability to provide a voice for the experiences of9/ ll; it is, in fact , 

just the opposite. The novel serves as DeLillo 's recognition of the writer's inability to do 

so. More importantly, it also prescribes an embracing of the sort of aesthetic that can, the 

aesthetic of "actuality," of art like that of Janiak which manages to rival that of tetTorism 

in terms of emotional response by eliminating the artistic distance between artist and 

spectator, jarring the audience, as Janiak did, into new perspectives and understandings. 

Toby Litt may have been conect in claiming that Mao 11 was DeLillo's great 9111 novel, 

delving into the depths of the forces that loom behind tenorism. And if that's true, then 

Falling Man may be just as prophetic. But instead of exploring causes, seeking origins, 

here DeLillo's prescience lies in his ability to identify the sources of valuable aesthetics 

which can add "meaning to all that howling space" (DeLillo 39). 
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An Aesthetic Evolution: Putting the Audience to Work 

DeLillo argues that today "the world nanative belongs to the terrorists" (33). 

Like Baudrillard, DeLillo contends that "In its desertion of every basis for comparison, 

[9111] asserts its singularity," janing witnesses from the arms of banality into a new 

world view (34). In the essay, and in Falling Man, DeLillo calls for the creation of 

"counter-nanatives," which come in the form of"smaller objects and more marginal 

stories," needed to "set against the massive spectacle that continues to seem 

unmanageable, too powerful a thing to set into our frame of practiced response" (DeLillo 

35). If modem day terrorism cunently owns the world nanative, what is necessary as a 

response is an aesthetic that can rival its aims. In her film and in her approach to art as an 

all-encompassing, participatory endeavor, Miranda July has the potential to fulfill such 

atms. 

It may seem strange to situate the work of a well-respected and canonized 

traditional author such as Don DeLillo with that of new-comer performance artist July, 

whose multiple-media work is anything but traditional, encompassing such endeavors as 

performance art, short fiction, multi-media performances, music and music videos, online 

projects, and visual art. However, like DeLillo, providing meaning to "howling space" is 

a central concern of July's. Her debut film, Me and You and Everyone We Know (2005), 

takes on, as DeLillo does in Falling Man, the daunting task of exploring connectedness in 

an increasingly isolating and potentially dangerous world. Me and You opened in 2005 to 

critical acclaim, winning the Camera d'Or prize in the Cannes Film Festival and the 

Special Jury Prize for "Originality of Vision" at the Sundance Film Festival. The film 

seeks, as its website describes, to offer a "poetic and penetrating observation of how 
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people struggle to connect with one another in an isolating and contemporary world" 

(mirandajuly.com). It does so by creating a world where "the mundane is transcendent," 

where people "seek together-ness through tortured routes and find redemption in small 

moments that connect them to someone else on earth" (mirandajuly.com). It seeks to 

expose the value of the actuality of art. This should be a sentiment that sounds familiar to 

DeLillo scholars, as his most recent work, including Falling Man and The Body Artist 

(200 1 ), share similar goals. Yet while DeLillo's work seeks, mostly, to put such aims in 

the context of terrorism, July's is a response to the world post-9111. Her film is not about 

terrorism. It is not about people dealing with the aftermath of terrorism. Nor is it about 

war or violence in any traditional sense. But, Me and You is a film about life in a world 

where 9111 is possible, where technology and innovations in communication leave people 

feeling ironically more isolated than ever before, struggling to find a connection to one 

another among the fears of terror: the terror of loneliness, of isolation, of the body, and 

of each other. 

Me and You opens with a still image of two people watching a sunset. The shot is 

part of a project of the film's protagonist, Christine Jesperson, a video-artist of sorts who, 

among other things, creates original voice-overs that she connects to photographs. She 

often acts out the voices of the people in the images, imagining and bringing to life the 

context to create an installation. She also works as a cab driver for the elderly. This 

particular photograph is imagined by Christine to be the declaration of a promise between 

the couple to be free and brave and to "live each day as if it were the last" (July). Static 

from the television serves as the sound of the surf, and eventually the shot opens to reveal 

Christine in her "studio" among a wall full of photographs. The next scene introduces 
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viewers to the film's second protagonist, Richard Swersey, a soon-to-be divorced shoe 

salesman and father of two boys. Richard's first scene, too, involves a still image, 

framed art of a bird on a branch, an image he appears to try and reconcile with the real 

view he sees out the window nearby: a bird on a branch. The rest of the film's characters 

are a compilation of people connected in different ways to Richard or Christine: Peter 

and Robby, Richard's two boys; Michael, one of Christine's passengers, and his love 

interest Ellen; Nancy, the curator of the museum where Christine submits her work; 

Andrew, Richard's co-worker in the shoe department; and, Sylvie, Heather, and Rebecca, 

neighbors of Richard in his new post-separation apartment. The film follows the 

characters as they struggle with intimacy, sex, loneliness, love, rejection and fear before 

the two protagonists are brought together in the end. 

Like DeLillo's Falling Man, Me and You privileges the ordinary. More 

importantly, though, it is concerned with exposing the value of the ordinary, of finding, 

as the film's website details, "transcendence" in the mundane. July accomplishes this by 

giving the ordinary aesthetic value, using it to jar the audience (both in and outside of the 

film) into new perspectives. This is done in a number of ways, the most obvious of 

which is through the film's treatment of art. Christine is a video artist. Simply put, she 

makes videos, most of which involve the use of voice-overs and still photographs. The 

film's opening scene is one of these projects, though another is one she prepares for 

"WAAM: 3-D and TOUCH in the DIGITAL AGE )) >< ((,"an exhibit at the Center for 

Contemporary Art. The project involves a photograph borrowed from Ellen, the love of 

Michael, one of Christine's clients with Elder Cab. When Christine asks to borrow the 

photograph of Ellen's granddaughter and her boyfriend at a Mayan ruins site, Ellen seems 
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flattered and a bit stumped by the fact that her "granddaughter and her boyfriend that 

won't marry her are going to become art" (July). A short time later, during one of 

Christine ' s visit to the retirement home where Michael and Ellen reside, Ellen questions 

whether Christine brought back her photograph. Christine, though, was "still in the 

brain-storming process" and not done with it yet (July). Ellen suggests she enlist 

Michael's help, but Christine balks at the idea, claiming to be a "solo-artist" (July). This 

is the last viewers hear or see of the project until the end of film when it is presented in its 

finished form at the exhibit. In the interim, Ellen has died. The finished piece includes 

Ellen's photograph as the backdrop for voice-overs and video of Michael and Christine, 

mourning Ellen's death by her flower-covered bed in the nursing home. It is a moving 

tribute to Michael's former love, but, more importantly, it highlights a complicated 

moment for Christine. The project is collaborative. Christine voices Ellen for a 

conversation with Michael as if the two were in the photograph, looking at the ruins of a 

former civilization. During the video, the camera does not stay static on the still 

photograph; the shot is wide enough to accommodate Michael and Christine along with 

Ellen 's room and bed of flowers as they record the conversation. At the end, when 

Michael declares he is finished, the piece ends as the two pmiicipants embrace. The 

video art stands in contrast to the film, however, which centers the art piece between a 

distanced Michael and Christine on either side. As the video ends, Christine gets a phone 

call and walks away. 

The transformation of Christine from "solo artist" to collaborative artist is an 

important one both for the film and for the artwork' s context in terms of the exhibit. 

Connections with other people have been few for Christine. As far as viewers know, 
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Michael is her only friend; with the exception ofRichard, whom she's just met, he is the 

only person she is seen communicating with throughout the film. That she forges both a 

creative and personal connection with him through the project makes a strong statement 

about the possibility of touch in the digital age, the exhibit's topic, and her growth as a 

character in the film. The project was based on an ordinary photograph and compiled in 

response to an ordinary emotion: grief. But the connection of the two characters in this 

moment is a catalyst for Christine. The phone call she receives is from Richard, who is 

calling to invite her to meet his sons. Christine appears to have a new sense of 

importance about their coming together and wants to do it right away. Viewing the 

project she completed with Michael provides Christine with a new perspective on the 

importance of connection and collaboration, inspiring her urgency toward Richard. 

The Center for Contemporary Art and the center's curator, Nancy, presents 

another opportunity for the film to situate the ordinary in context of art and perspective. 

Christine's first attempt at submitting a piece to Nancy yields nothing but indifference 

from the curator. Christine initially hand-delivers her video, one that features a 

photograph of a crowd and loud applause competing with Christine ' s voice over, but 

Nancy replies that she should mail it in. When she does mail it, Nancy' s response, during 

a viewing session, is that Christine ' s work isn't all that special. Her perspective is not that 

of a minority, and though she is a woman, she ' s a local, and the Center has already 

featured a local artist recently. So her piece is passed over. But later, Nancy returns to 

Christine's video, finding that the artist recorded a personal message at the end. Christine 

speaks directly to Nancy in the video, imagining they're having a conversation and that 

Nancy must be at home with her family and her dog's family singing carols even though 
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it isn't Christmas, a sentimental fantasy. Although she doesn't think Nancy would even 

watch the tape, she asks Nancy, if she is watching, to call her and say "macaroni." 

Despite her insecurities about whether Nancy would even view the tape, Christine 

reaches out and asks Nancy to call her and engage in the performance, speaking a code

word line that not only signals she has seen the tape but integrates her into Christine's art. 

Nancy was, in fact, watching, and she wasn' t at home with a large family; she was alone 

in a drab office. And she calls Christine to give the code word. Nancy, like others in the 

film, feels disconnected, alone in her world. So much so that she reaches out in a chat 

room to someone who piques her interest by suggesting the two of them should poop into 

each other, back and forth, over and over again. The person turns out to be Richard's 

young son, Robby, but the connection is real and his symbolism for the fecal exchange is 

represented in Nancy's Touch in the Digital Age exhibit: ) ) > < ( (. For Nancy, 

connectedness is not the only issue; distinguishing between what is real and what is 

produced is another area of contention. Like DeLillo' s characters in Mao II and Falling 

Man, she is forced to contemplate this tension. While visiting a plaster artist she works 

with, this tension is exposed. In his studio she marvels at a hamburger wrapper on the 

floor, amazed at the quality of the replication. She is shocked when the artist reveals it 

actually is a real wrapper and that he "always throws in a few real things" to help "cast a 

glow over all the plaster objects" (July). She then sees a coffee mug which she believes 

is hers and that the artist must have taken from the staff kitchen. When the artist tells her 

he made it, Nancy is left confused, much like Richard with the bird in his opening scene, 

between the real and the image of the real. 
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By "throwing in real objects," the artist produces an emotion in Nancy that wasn't 

there before, a new perspective on the art and what it means. It's a topic that permeates 

the film and one that reaches a climax at its end. After receiving the phone call from 

Richard, Christine heads over to his apartment. Richard, meanwhile, is frantically trying 

to straighten up his home in anticipation of her visit. Seeing the framed bird art on the 

wall, covered in crayon thanks to Robby, he tries to find a suitable place to hide it. 

Storing it behind the couch doesn't work, so he takes it outside to toss it in the bushes, a 

task he's trying to accomplish as Christine approaches. But the bird art doesn't "fit" in 

either bush they try. When Christine suggests the tree, they hoist it up together, and the 

art piece fits perfectly among the branches. Like the plaster artist, Christine and Richard 

have found a satisfying combination of real and reproduction, a message that suggests 

that art, by exploring what is mundane, can be an effective means of bringing people 

together. Christine and Richard, in this moment, find a fulfilling cmmection with each 

other, embracing in their last scene. Writing for the online journal Senses of Cinema, 

Asad Haider notes that 

Art that responds to the postmodem epoch imprisons itself in the ordinary 

reality of everyday life. By presenting itself surrounded by the petty and 

commonplace social determinants that have constructed it, everyday life 

appears to us as perverse and contingent: this is an aesthetic order of banality. 

( sensesofcinema.com) 

Shocking the audience into such a perception of everyday life serves as a form of 

subversion, as a space for critique. in Me and You, however, July is not simply trying to 

present an aesthetic of banality, of ordinariness. She is trying to give the ordinary 
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meaning, to make it "transcendent," as the website describes. Haider argues that she fails 

in this attempt, suggesting that that very endeavor "results in a major aesthetic error: a 

sappy indecisiveness that prevents her from choosing wisely between absence and 

presence" (senseofcinema.com). The area of contention, Haider believes, is the film's 

ending: "When we can have the imaginary coherence of the happy ending (the cinematic 

equivalent of romantic love), we need no longer worry about the anxiety-inducing issues 

the film almost raises regarding human interaction in the computerized world" 

(sensesofcinema.com). Haiden likens the film to a "digitally airbrushed image," arguing 

that Me and You makes a messy, contradictory reality seem clean, pretty, pleasant: 

synthetic (sensesofcinema.com). He argues, "Alienation is presented, then simply 

sentimentalized" (sensesofcinema.com). Haiden's critique is not unlike what Litt and 

O'Hagan find failing in Falling Man: that an effective language is not effectively 

developed to accurately and meaningfully articulate the experience of an alienated, terror

stricken society. Both artists are accused of falling short in their attempt to contextualize 

the disconnect, fear, isolation, and terror of society today. 

But, once again, this critique fails to account for the complexities and prescience 

of the author and the work. July's film is not about romanticism, nor, in most ways, is it 

about finding love. The film does not end with a wedding or even a kiss. It ends with a 

touch, one that's situated in context with the tension between reality and art. The idea of 

human connectedness is very much tied to contemporary art's role in that endeavor 

throughout July's feature, and the conclusion is not that the complexities of modern 

relationships and society can be tied up neatly with a pretty red bow for pleasantries, but 

that amid a world where the image and the real are confused, where the signified and the 
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signifier are indecipherable, where alienation and loneliness is rampant, a moment of 

connectedness is possible. Within these conditions, some things can "fit," like the bird 

art in the tree and like Richard and Christine, if even just for a moment. This does not 

diminish the film's ability to be subversive, as Haiden argues; rather, it suggests that in 

the everyday, in transcending the mundane, one can find a singular opportunity, however 

brief, for critique, and, just as important, hope. 

Bringing people together is a task July takes seriously. Most of her art strives to 

bring the audience into her work, eliminating the boundaries between viewer and artist. 

Take, for instance, one of her most recent projects, "Eleven Heavy Things," a 

compilation of eleven fiberglass structures designed for interaction that ran at the Venice 

Biennale in 2009. Many of the structures feature text (such as "What I Look Like When 

I'm Lying") and places for the audience to sit, stand, or climb on. They are designed 

with the intention that the audience will photograph the experience. This creates a 

situation where not only is the audience getting into the art literally, but also taking it 

home with them in the form of a photograph. Though the work "begins as sculpture," 

July's website notes, "it becomes a performance that is only complete when these tourist 

photos are uploaded onto personal blogs and sent in emails- at which point the 

audience changes, and the subject clearly becomes the participants, revealing themselves 

through the work" (mirandajuly.com). July's performances, too, seek the same such 

interaction. Her performance piece "Things We Don't Understand and Definitely Are 

Not Going to Talk About," which ran in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and New York, 

requires audience members to play major roles, serving to bridge the distance between 

what is real and what is representation. 
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The internet is perhaps July's best tool for making the audience collaborators in 

art. Among her online projects is LearningtoLove YouMore.com, a place where visitors 

respond to and document specific tasks assigned by July. Some of these tasks include 

climbing to the top of a tree and photographing it, reenacting a scene from a movie that 

made someone else cry, and making a flier of one's own day. By taking on such far

reaching miistic challenges and seeking to eliminate the distance between herself and the 

audience that takes in her work, July attempts to make her art more real, to bring outside 

experiences, even mundane, everyday ones, into the limelight. Instead of an audience 

contemplating the meaning of her work, they are the ones providing it. 

Here is where July meets DeLillo's aesthetic call-to-action. If the terrorist in 

contemporary society has invaded the mundane, the ordinary, and brought his or her fight 

to the front lines of the everyday, which has, as DeLillo notes, "changed the grain of the 

most routine moment," then it is within this space that art, too, garners its power. Here 

counter-narratives can not only be created but flourish . By focusing her work on small 

stories, on marginal narratives, and on audience-participation, July- like Brita and 

Lianne- helps to create a space where one can better make sense of the forces informing 

culture and their emotional responses to life in a post-9111 world, one in which terror, 

technology, and homogenization threaten to sever human relationships, but also one in 

which true moments and singular instances of connection are possible. 
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